
 

          XR400 series micro receivers for FPV drones 

  XR400 series receivers are super tiny ones designed especially for FPV drones. Integrated double bidirectional serial port, 

switchable between multi-protocols; We provide 4 models for XR400 series, all of them can be used on any F4 and F7 flight control 

board with or without signal inverter. 

Features: 

1） Super small ( 10*13*2mm) 

2） Super light(0.45g) 

3） can be used on any F4 and F7 flight control board with or without signal inverter. 

4） Can connect and work on any serial port of F4 and F7 flight control board; 

5） The antenna on XR400 series receivers can be arbitrarily bent but no worry for damage or fallen off, so it would be no problem 

if it were installed in a limited confined place. 

6） Supports RSSI output; 

7） Supports reversed SBUS 

8） Supports normal Fport; 

 

 

Binding operation:  

XR400 series receivers would enter binding mode after 15 seconds of no received signal when it is powered (slow flashing LED 

turns to fast blinking). Customer can bind your receiver according to your transmitter binding manual. The red LED will turn to 

constant bright  once the binding is success. 

 

Variable RF Link technology: 

Variable RF Link technology:  When the receiver is too close to radio(remote control), normally RF signal will be 

blocked and meanwhile lose control happens, Variable RF Link is born for solving the problem! As soon as Variable RF Link 

finds that the receiver is coming close to radio, it will adjust LNA gain and PA output power lower to avoid short distance 

control failure automatically;  When Variable RF Link detects that the receiver is going far away from radio, it will adjust 

LNA gain and PA output power higher to increase RX’s working range automatically. 

 

Model list of XR400 series receivers:  

model Protocol size 

（mm） 

antenna RSSI SBUS FPort channels 

XR401-D DSMX/2    

10*13*2 

 

single 

antenna 

 

suppor

t 

 

support 

 

support 
12CH 

XR401-S SFHSS  8CH 

XR401-F2 Frsky-D16 16CH 

XR401-A AFHDS-2A 14CH 

 

 

 

 

 

Setting  on FPV flight control board: 

Setting up serial port on receiver: 



 

 

Setting up receiver protocol (SBUS and Fport either-or) 

 

 

 

Setting up channel mapping and RSSI channels: 

 

 

 

If there is no inverter on FC and you want to use normal Fport protocol, please enter CLI and input the following: 

set serialrx_halfduplex = ON 

set serialrx_inverted = OFF 

save 

 

If there is no inverter on FC and you want to use reversed Fport protocol, please enter CLI and input the following: 

set serialrx_halfduplex = ON 



 

set serialrx_inverted = ON 

save 

 

If there is inverter on FC and you want to use normal Fport protocol, please enter CLI and input the following: 

set serialrx_halfduplex = ON 

set serialrx_inverted = ON 

save 

 

If there is inverter on FC and you want to use reversed Fport protocol, please enter CLI and input the following: 

set serialrx_halfduplex = ON 

set serialrx_inverted = OFF 

save 

 

 

Ordering: 

models Description 

XR401-D SPEKTRUM DSMX/2 compatible 

XR401-S Futaba SFHSS compatible 

XR401-F2 FRSKY D16  compatible 

XR401-A FLYSKY AFHDS-2A compatible 

 

 

 

 

 

 


